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Abstract

Existing video recognition algorithms always conduct
different training pipelines for inputs with different frame
numbers, which requires repetitive training operations and
multiplying storage costs. If we evaluate the model us-
ing other frames which are not used in training, we ob-
serve the performance will drop significantly (see Fig. 1),
which is summarized as Temporal Frequency Deviation
phenomenon. To fix this issue, we propose a general frame-
work, named Frame Flexible Network (FFN), which not
only enables the model to be evaluated at different frames to
adjust its computation, but also reduces the memory costs of
storing multiple models significantly. Concretely, FFN in-
tegrates several sets of training sequences, involves Multi-
Frequency Alignment (MFAL) to learn temporal frequency
invariant representations, and leverages Multi-Frequency
Adaptation (MFAD) to further strengthen the representa-
tion abilities. Comprehensive empirical validations us-
ing various architectures and popular benchmarks solidly
demonstrate the effectiveness and generalization of FFN
(e.g., 7.08/5.15/2.17% performance gain at Frame 4/8/16
on Something-Something V1 dataset over Uniformer). Code
is available at https://github.com/BeSpontaneous/FFN.

1. Introduction
The growing number of online videos boosts the research

on video recognition, laying a solid foundation for deep
learning which requires massive data. Compared with im-
age classification, video recognition methods need a series
of frames to represent the video which scales the compu-
tation. Thus, the efficiency of video recognition methods
has always been an essential factor in evaluating these ap-
proaches. One existing direction to explore efficiency is
designing lightweight networks [9, 40] which are hardware
friendly. Even if they increase the efficiency with an accept-
able performance trade-off, these methods cannot make fur-
ther customized adjustments to meet the dynamic-changing
resource constraint in real scenarios. In community, there
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(a) Temporal Frequency Deviation
phenomenon exists in various video
recognition architectures.
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(b) Temporal Frequency Devia-
tion phenomenon exists in different
depths of deep networks.

Figure 1. Temporal Frequency Deviation phenomenon widely
exists in video recognition. All methods are trained with high
frame number and evaluated at other frames to compare with Sep-
arated Training (ST) which individually trains the model at differ-
ent frames on Something-Something V1 dataset.

are two lines of research being proposed to resolve this is-
sue. The first one is to design networks that can execute at
various depths [10] or widths [37] to adjust the computa-
tion from the model perspective. The other line of research
considers modifying the resolutions of input data [15,34] to
accommodate the cost from the data aspect. However, these
methods are carefully designed for 2D CNNs, which may
hinder their applications on video recognition where 3D
CNNs and Transformer methods are crucial components.

Different from image-related tasks, we need to sample
multiple frames to represent the video, and the computa-
tional costs will grow proportionally to the number of sam-
pled frames. Concretely, standard protocol trains the same
network with different frames separately to obtain multi-
ple models with different performances and computations.
This brings challenges to applying these networks on edge
devices as the parameters will be multiplied if we store all
models, and downloading and offloading models to switch
them will cost non-negligible time. Moreover, the same
video may be sampled at various temporal rates on differ-
ent platforms, employing a single network that is trained at
a certain frame number for inference cannot resist the vari-
ance of frame numbers in real scenarios.

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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Training the model with a high frame number (i.e.,
high temporal frequency) and directly evaluating it at fewer
frames (i.e., low temporal frequency) to adjust the cost is
a naive and straightforward solution. To test its effective-
ness, we compare it with Separated Training (ST) which
trains the model at different temporal frequency individu-
ally and tests it with the corresponding frame. We conduct
experiments on 2D-network TSM [18], 3D-network Slow-
Fast [6] and Transformer-network Uniformer [16], and find
obvious performance gaps between the inference results and
ST from Fig. 1, which means these methods will exhibit sig-
nificantly inferior performance if they are not evaluated at
the frame number used in training. Further, we conduct the
same experiments on different depths of deep networks and
a similar phenomenon appears. We denote this generally
existing phenomenon as Temporal Frequency Deviation.

The potential reason for Temporal Frequency Devia-
tion has been explored in Sec. 3 and briefly summarized
as the shift in normalization statistics. To address this is-
sue, we propose a general framework, named Frame Flexi-
ble Network (FFN), which only requires one-time training,
but can be evaluated at multiple frame numbers with great
flexibility. We import several input sequences with differ-
ent sampled frames to FFN during training and propose
Multi-Frequency Alignment (MFAL) to learn the temporal
frequency invariant representations for robustness towards
frame change. Moreover, we present Multi-Frequency
Adaptation (MFAD) to further strengthen the representation
abilities of the sub-networks which helps FFN to exhibit
strong performance at different frames during inference.

Although normalization shifting problem [36, 37] and
resolution-adaptive networks [15, 34] have been studied,
we stress that designing frame flexible video recognition
frameworks to accommodate the costs and save parameters
is non-trivial and has practical significance for the follow-
ing reasons. First, prior works [15, 34] carefully analyzed
the detailed structure of 2D convolutions in order to pri-
vatize the weights for different scale images. While our
method does not touch the specific design of the spatial-
temporal modeling components and shares their weights for
inputs with different frames. This procedure not only en-
ables our method to be easily applied to various architec-
tures (2D/3D/Transformer models), but also enforces FFN
to learn temporal frequency invariant representations. Sec-
ond, it is, indeed, a common practice to conduct Separated
Training (ST) in video recognition, which needs multiply-
ing memory costs to store individual models, and the mod-
els are hard to resist the variance in temporal frequency
which limits their applications in actual practice. While
FFN provides a feasible solution to these challenges which
significantly reduces the memory costs of storing multiple
models and can be evaluated at different frames to adjust
the cost with even higher accuracy compared to ST.

With the proposed framework, we can resolve Tempo-
ral Frequency Deviation and enable these methods to adjust
their computation based on the current resource budget by
sampling different frames, trimming the storage costs of ST
remarkably. Moreover, we provide a naive solution that en-
ables FFN to be evaluated at any frame and increases its
flexibility during inference. Validation results prove that
FFN outperforms ST even at frames that are not used in
training. The contributions are summarized as follows:

• We reveal the phenomenon of Temporal Frequency
Deviation that widely exists in video recognition. It is
detailedly analyzed and practically inspires our study.

• We propose a general framework Frame Flexible Net-
work (FFN) to resolve Temporal Frequency Devia-
tion. We design Multi-Frequency Alignment (MFAL)
to learn temporal frequency invariant representations
and present Multi-Frequency Adaptation (MFAD) to
further strengthen the representation abilities.

• Comprehensive empirical validations show that FFN,
which only requires one-shot training, can adjust its
computation by sampling different frames and outper-
form Separated Training (ST) at different frames on
various architectures and datasets, reducing the mem-
ory costs of storing multiple models significantly.

2. Related Work

Video Recognition has been extensively explored in re-
cent years and we can summarize the methods into three
categories based on their architectures: 1) 2D networks:
these methods [17,18, 29, 30] utilize 2D CNNs as the back-
bone and specifically design temporal modeling module for
spatial-temporal modeling. 2) 3D networks: a straightfor-
ward solution for video recognition is to utilize 3D con-
volutions [2, 6, 28] which naturally consider the tempo-
ral information in frame sequences. 3) Transformer net-
works: based on Vision Transformers [4, 19], many ap-
proaches [5,16,20] have been proposed recently for spatial-
temporal learning and shown powerful performance.
Training-testing Discrepancy widely exists in many sce-
narios of deep learning. FixRes [27] discovers the deviation
of image resolutions between training and testing. Based on
this observation, there are methods [15, 34] being designed
to train a universal network to fit the images at different res-
olutions and [35] further extended this idea to 3D CNNs.
Slimmable Neural Networks [36, 37] train a shared net-
work which can adjust its width to meet the resource con-
straints during inference. Different from these prior works,
our work is motivated by Temporal Frequency Deviation in
video recognition. This finding is essential as frame sam-
pling is a necessary step for all methods and former proce-
dures train the network with different frames individually
which is parameter-inefficient and memory-consuming.
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(b) 12 Frame Training.

Figure 2. Nearby Alleviation phenomenon. TSM model is trained
at 8 Frame and 12 Frame separately on Something-Something V1
dataset and will be evaluated at other frames.

Parameter-efficient Transfer Learning has aroused re-
searchers’ attention in NLP because of the arising of large-
scale pre-trained language models. An important research
line is to design task-specific adapters [23, 24] to achieve
parameter-efficient. Recently, the idea of adapters has been
extended to vision tasks as well and shown favorable per-
formance [22, 26, 39]. In this work, instead of focusing
on tuning from large-scale pre-trained models, we present
Multi-Frequency Adaptation (MFAD) to increase the repre-
sentation abilities of sub-networks.
Dynamic Networks have been widely studied for efficient
video recognition in recent years. Some methods [12,32,41]
dynamically sample salient frames to reduce temporal re-
dundancy for less cost, while others mainly focus on re-
ducing spatial redundancy by adaptively processing frames
with different resolutions [21] or cropping the most salient
regions [31] for each frame. Note that these methods are de-
signed to adaptively process every video (e.g., skip frames,
crop patches) for efficiency and also requires repetitive
training to obtain models with different computation. Our
work aims to train a model which can be evaluated at dif-
ferent frames to adjust the costs and reduce the parameters
of storing multiple models, while the mentioned dynamic
networks do not solve this problem.

3. Temporal Frequency Deviation

Nearby Alleviation. We can observe Temporal Frequency
Deviation phenomenon when the models are trained with
high frame numbers but evaluated at fewer frames from
Fig. 1. To step further, we train TSM [18] at 8/12 Frame and
evaluate them at other frames. It is shown in Fig. 2 that there
are performance gaps for both models if it is not evaluated
with the same frame number which is used in training. Par-
ticularly, the discrepancies vary in terms of the value and the
performance gap is smaller if the inference frame is close to
the training frame number. We denote this phenomenon as
Nearby Alleviation because Temporal Frequency Deviation
is less severe at nearby frames.
Normalization Shifting. Prior works [36, 37] have studied
the problem of normalization shifting in image classifica-
tion. Specifically, when switching the widths of networks,
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Figure 3. Batch Normalization statistics at various layers. TSM
models are trained at 4 Frame and 16 Frame separately, and the
statistics are calculated from the fourth stage of ResNet-50.

different numbers of channels will lead to different means
and variances of the aggregated features, leading to incon-
sistency in feature aggregation.

While we do not consider the adjustment in model struc-
ture, the problem is whether the difference in frame num-
bers will cause normalization shifting. If we train the model
with vH which has high temporal frequency and evaluate it
with low temporal frequency vL, the input of Batch Nor-
malization (BN) will be the intermediate feature xL and the
corresponding output is:

yL
′
= γH xL − µH√

σH2
+ ϵ

+ βH , (1)

where µH , σH2 are calculated from the data distribution of
vH , and γH , βH are learnt at the training process with vH .
We calculate the statistics of the models trained with vL and
vH separately and show it in Fig. 3. We can observe a dis-
crepancy of BN statistics at different frame numbers. Note
that µ and σ2 are data-dependent which means that the di-
vergence lies in data intrinsically. Thus, we conjecture that
the discrepancy of BN statistics at different frames is an
essential factor which leads to Temporal Frequency Devia-
tion. Layer Normalization (LN) [1] has been widely used in
Transformer-based models and its statistics are calculated in
a similar way with BN which is related to the data distribu-
tion. Therefore, we believe the discrepancy of LN statistics
is also one of the reasons for Temporal Frequency Deviation
on Transformer-based models.

4. Frame Flexible Network
In this section, we first present the training and infer-

ence paradigms of Frame Flexible Network (FFN). Then,
we propose Multi-Frequency Alignment which is composed
of Weight Sharing and Temporal Distillation to learn tem-
poral frequency invariant representations. Further, we intro-
duce Multi-Frequency Adaptation which fits the frequency
invariant features to different sub-networks and further in-
creases their representation abilities. Note that FFN is a
general framework which can be built on different archi-
tectures (shown in Sec. 5.2) and we just take CNN based
method as an example in this part for easier description.
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Figure 4. Illustration of Frame Flexible Network (FFN). During training, given inputs with different temporal frequency vL, vM and
vH , we propose Multi-Frequency Alignment which involves Weight Sharing and Temporal Distillation for temporal frequency invariant
learning. Besides, we present Multi-Frequency Adaptation to fit the temporal invariant features to different sub-networks to further increase
the representation abilities. During inference, we activate the sub-network which has the corresponding frame number with the input.

4.1. Framework

The goal of our work is to present a method which can
be evaluated at multiple frames and exhibits similar or even
better performance compared to Separated Training (ST).
Based on the analysis in Sec. 3, Temporal Frequency Devi-
ation will be less severe if the model is evaluated at nearby
frames which are used in training. Therefore, we decide
to import several sequences with different sampled frames
to FFN shown in Fig. 4. Consider video v which is sam-
pled at increasing frame numbers L, M and H , we can
obtain vL, vM and vH with temporal frequency of Low,
Medium and High, respectively. These three sequences will
be utilized at training phase to construct three sub-networks
FL (·), FM (·) and FH (·) accordingly. As for the inference
paradigm, we will activate the sub-network which has the
corresponding frame number with the input. In this man-
ner, we build the computational stream that enables FFN
to be evaluated with different frames during inference and
adjust the computational costs accordingly.

4.2. Multi-Frequency Alignment

Prior resolution-adaptive networks [15,34] carefully pri-
vatize the weights for 2D convolutions to learn the scale-
aware representations for inputs with different resolutions.
Recently, there are several works [25, 33] being proposed
to maximize the mutual information of the same video
at different temporal frequency for contrastive learning in
video recognition. The core idea is that the same video in-
stance with different speeds should share high similarity in
terms of their discriminative semantics. Inspired by these
works, we propose Multi-Frequency Alignment (MFAL)
which leverages Weight Sharing and Temporal Distillation
to efficiently expand the network and enforce the model to

learn temporal frequency invariant representations.
Weight Sharing. Given video v, we have vL, vM , and vH

with an increased temporal frequency and decreased action
speed because of the difference in sampled frames. We
share the weights of convolutions and classifier across the
three sub-networks in order to find a group of parameters
θ that mutually model the spatial-temporal relationships for
inputs with different temporal frequency:

p∗ = F ∗ (v∗; θ) , (2)

where ∗ ∈ {L,M,H} and p stands for the predictions.
Compared to specialized convolutions, Weight Sharing is
parameter-efficient as it only stores one set of weights
which can be applied to different input frames. Moreover,
it exhibits great potential for better performance (shown
in Tab. 4) as it will enforce the model to learn temporal
frequency invariant representations which implicitly pro-
vides the prior knowledge that the same video with different
temporal frequency belongs to the same class, making the
model robust to temporal frequency variance.
Temporal Distillation. In most cases, video recognition
models trained with vH have better performance as the net-
work will have access to more information of the original
video. Therefore, we consider pH to be the most ‘accu-
rate’ prediction among the three as vH has the most sam-
pled frames. Applying Cross-Entropy loss on pH , we can
update the parameters of FH (·) by:

LCE = −
K∑

k=1

ŷk log
(
pHk

)
, (3)

where ŷk is the one-hot label of class k and there are K
classes in total. Directly calculating CE loss on pL and
pM is a straightforward solution to update the parameters
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Figure 5. Specific designs of Weight Alteration, Convolution Block, and Transformer Block in Frame Flexible Network (FFN). Weight
Alteration is a Depth-wise convolution layer with a residual structure and we insert it into each Convolution Block and Transformer Block.

in FL (·) and FM (·), but it will lead to some problems.
Firstly, the weights of convolutions are shared across three
sub-networks and the optimal parameters for vL after opti-
mization may not fit well to vM and vH . Moreover, opti-
mizing CE loss of pL and pM will lead to less favorable
parameters of convolutions compared to only calculating
Eq. 3 as their inputs contain less information compared to
vH which may lead to inferior performance.

Consequently, we utilize KL divergence [14] loss to in-
volve pL and pM in the computational graph and update the
parameters of FL (·) and FM (·) using:

LKL = −
K∑

k=1

pHk log

(
pMk
pHk

)
−

K∑
k=1

pHk log

(
pLk
pHk

)
. (4)

As the weights of convolutions are shared across the three
sub-networks, optimizing Eq. 4 will enforce the predictions
of student (pL and pM ) and teacher (pH ) networks to be as
similar as possible and transfer the good knowledge from
FH (·) to FL (·) and FM (·). Considering the two losses in
a uniform manner, we update the parameters of FFN by:

L = LCE + λ · LKL, (5)

where λ is an introduced hyperparameter to balance the two
terms and we simply let λ = 1 in our implementations with-
out fine-tuning the hyperparameter.

Considering Weight Sharing and Temporal Distillation
uniformly, LCE will provide inter-class supervisory infor-
mation to enlarge the distance between videos belonging to
different classes, and LKL will further add intra-instance
knowledge to the network training, i.e., pL, pM and pH

should share high similarity with each other as temporal
frequency variance will not change the class of the video.
In this way, we not only enforce FFN to learn temporal fre-
quency invariant representations, but also promise it to be
easily applied to different structures as we do not touch the
specific design of inner spatial-temporal modeling modules.

4.3. Multi-Frequency Adaptation

In the previous section, we propose MFAL to enforce
FFN to learn temporal frequency invariant representations.
Here, we present Multi-Frequency Adaptation (MFAD) to
better fit the frequency invariant features to different sub-
networks which further strengthen their representations.

According to our analysis in Sec. 3, normalization shift-
ing is one of the reasons which leads to Temporal Frequency
Deviation. Formally, we denote the intermediate features
for vL, vM and vH as xL, xM and xH , respectively. Sim-
ilar with [36, 37], we provide specialized normalization for
different input sequences vL, vM and vH :

y∗ = γ∗ x∗ − µ∗
√
σ∗2 + ϵ

+ β∗, (6)

where ∗ ∈ {L,M,H}, and private normalization will learn
its own γ and β and calculate the corresponding µ, σ2 dur-
ing training. Note that this procedure introduces negligible
computation and parameters as normalization operation is a
simple transformation and its parameters are often less than
1% of the model size.
Weight Alteration. Though Weight Sharing is necessary
for MFAL, it may be difficult to find a set of parameters to
display strong representation ability at all frames without
further adaptation. Considering a shared convolution with
weights W , the outputs of different sequences are:

y∗ = W ⊗ x∗, (7)

where ⊗ stands for convolution which applies the same
transformation for inputs with different temporal frequency.
We propose to alter the shared weights of each sub-network
to diversify the parameters and strengthen their representa-
tion abilities through the transformation:

y∗ = ϕ∗ ⊗W ⊗ x∗, (8)

which can also be written as:

y∗ = W ∗ ⊗ x∗, W ∗ = ϕ∗ ⊗W, (9)

where ϕ is a Depth-Wise convolution layer [3] at each Con-
volution Block which can covert the shared weights W into
diversified weights W ∗. In this way, we can increase the
representation ability of FFN through a simple and efficient
transformation. Given that video recognition methods of-
ten use pre-trained models, we include the residual struc-
ture [8] to avoid the added module breaking the original
computational graph of pre-trained models and restore their
behaviors. Similarly, we also include Weight Alteration in
Transformer Block and we choose the inserted location fol-
lowing [22] shown in Fig. 5. Note that Depth-Wise convo-
lution is lightweight and adding it will introduce negligible
parameters and computation.
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Method Specification Parameters 4 Frame (4F) 8 Frame (8F) 16 Frame (16F)

Top-1 Acc. (%) GFLOPs Top-1 Acc. (%) GFLOPs Top-1 Acc. (%) GFLOPs

TSM [18] - 25.6M 20.60 16.4 37.36 32.7 48.55 65.4

TSM-Mixed ρ = 0.50 25.6M 27.89 16.4 41.07 32.7 48.44 65.4
TSM-Mixed ρ = 0.75 25.6M 30.43 16.4 42.56 32.7 47.81 65.4
TSM-Proportional ϱ = 0.50 25.6M 37.56 16.4 44.82 32.7 45.37 65.4
TSM-Proportional ϱ = 0.75 25.6M 32.06 16.4 43.15 32.7 47.14 65.4
TSM-Fine-tuning 16F→4F 25.6M 39.95 16.4 40.37 32.7 28.96 65.4
TSM-Ensemble - 25.6×3M 35.88 16.4×3 46.25 32.7×3 46.82 65.4×3
TSM-ST - 25.6×3M 39.71 16.4 45.63 32.7 48.55 65.4

TSM-FFN - 25.7M 42.85 (2.90↑) 16.4 48.20 (1.95↑) 32.8 50.79 (2.24↑) 65.5

Table 1. Comparison with baseline methods on Something-Something V1 dataset. GFLOPs stands for the average computational cost to
process a single video. The best results are bold-faced, the second best results are marked in color and the improvements are shown.

5. Experiments

In this part, we validate Frame Flexible Network (FFN)
on various architectures and benchmarks. First, we provide
several baseline solutions and compare them with FFN. Fur-
ther, we apply our method to different methods and datasets
to prove its generalization ability. Moreover, we provide a
naive inference paradigm to enable FFN to be evaluated at
any frame. Finally, we conduct detailed ablations and anal-
yses to validate the effectiveness of our designs.

5.1. Experiment Settings

Datasets. We conduct experiments on four datasets, includ-
ing: (1) Something-Something V1&V2 [7] include 98k and
194k videos, respectively. They contain strong temporal
dependency and show the most significant Temporal Fre-
quency Deviation phenomenon among all datasets. (2) Ki-
netics400 [11] is a large-scale dataset with 400 classes. (3)
HMDB51 [13] is composed of 6,766 videos which can be
categorized into 51 classes. We utilize the original three
training/testing splits for training and evaluation.
Implementation Details. We uniformly sample 4/8/16
frames for vL, vM and vH in all methods except for Slow-
Fast [6] which samples 16/32/64 frames for fast pathway.
For the baseline results, we train all methods with vH and
evaluate them at vL, vM and vH . Separated Training (ST)
denotes training the network at vL, vM , and vH individually
and evaluating them at the frame used in training.
Baseline Methods. In addition to Separated Training (ST)
introduced before, we provide four more baseline meth-
ods for this problem: (1) Mixed Sampling: We sample 4
and 16 frames for vLi and vHi , respectively. Then we ran-
domly choose 4 consecutive frames vH

′

i from vHi and apply
mixup [38] to integrate vLi into vHi . The hyperparameter
ρ decides the probability of whether to apply Mixed Sam-
pling at each iteration. (2) Proportional Sampling: We
let the network randomly sample 4 frames or 16 frames at
each iteration as this pair has the most significant Temporal
Frequency Deviation phenomenon. The hyperparameter ϱ

denotes the probability to sample 16 frames for every itera-
tion. (3) Fine-tuning: We first train the model at 16 Frame
and then fine-tune it at 4 Frame. (4) Ensemble: We make
use of the models that are individually trained at 4,8 and 16
Frame and averagely ensemble them to form a new model.

5.2. Main Results

Comparison with Baseline Methods. Tab. 1 shows that
Proportional Sampling and Mixed Sampling help to alle-
viate Temporal Frequency Deviation as the performance at
Frame 4/8 is better than the inference results of the model
trained with standard protocol. Nevertheless, the increase is
obtained at the cost of an accuracy drop at Frame 16. Then,
we adjust the hyperparameter and the results show that both
methods seem to provide a trade-off solution for this prob-
lem: if the performance at low frames is better, the results
at high frame numbers will be worse.

Fine-tuning helps the baseline method to exhibit com-
parable performance with ST at 4 Frame, but at a loss of
forgetting the knowledge at 16 Frame. Ensemble outper-
forms ST at Frame 8 with the cost of multiplying compu-
tation. Besides, its performance at 4/16 Frame is worse
than ST which means that it still cannot effectively resolve
Temporal Frequency Deviation problem. While FFN shows
stronger results compared to ST and Ensemble at all frames
with negligible added computation. Moreover, compared
to ST and Ensemble which need repetitive training opera-
tions and multiplying storage costs, our method is trained
for only one time, but can be evaluated at multiple frames,
reducing the parameters of saving multiple models signifi-
cantly which promises its applications on edge devices.
Performance Analysis across Architectures. We further
validate FFN on different architectures in Fig. 6. We first
build our method on TSM [18] which does not contain any
parameters in the temporal modeling module. FFN exhibits
advantages in performance at all frames compared to base-
line TSM and ST. Then, we implement FFN on TEA [17]
which involves convolutions and normalization in the tem-
poral modeling module and our results also surpass ST at all
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(b) Results on TEA.
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(d) Results on Uniformer.

Figure 6. Validation results across different video recognition architectures on Something-Something V1 dataset, including 2D-network,
3D-network and Transformer-network. The improvements of FFN over ST are listed in the table.
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(a) Results on Something-Something V2 dataset.
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(b) Results on Kinetics400 dataset.
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Figure 7. Validation results across various video recognition datasets. The improvements of FFN over ST are listed in the table.

frames. Moreover, we extend FFN to 3D-network: Slow-
Fast [6] and Transformer-network: Uniformer [16]. The
results exhibit similar improvements at all frame numbers
compared to ST which validates the flexibility and general-
ization ability of our method. Note that FFN introduces less
than 1% extra computation but reduces the memory costs of
storing individual models by multiple times.
Performance Analysis across Datasets. In this part,
we empirically evaluate FFN on various datasets in
Fig. 7, including Something-Something V2, Kinetics400
and HMDB51. The first observation is that Temporal Fre-
quency Deviation phenomenon is less obvious on Kinet-
ics400 and HMDB51 as these two datasets contain less
temporal information. Nevertheless, FFN continuously im-
proves the accuracy of ST on these datasets as well. For
example, there are 2.71/1.95/1.19% performance gains at
Frame 4/8/16 on Kinetics400 which further demonstrate the
generalization ability of our design.

5.3. Inference at Any Frame

We have proved that FFN can outperform ST at the frame
numbers used in training, but the evaluation at other frames
which are not included in training remains untouched. Mo-
tivated by Nearby Alleviation in Sec. 3, we provide a naive
inference paradigm to enable FFN to be evaluated at any
frame. Given a frame number n at inference phase, we will

calculate the frame difference with L, M and H , and ac-
tivate the sub-network with the minimal difference for val-
idation. If the frame difference is the same for two sub-
networks, we will choose the one which corresponds higher
frame number by default. In this manner, we can evaluate
at other frame numbers which are not used in training.
Inbound Results. Fig. 8 shows that FFN outperforms ST
at all frames within the range of 4-16 which are utilized
in training. Though the improvement at 12 Frame is less
obvious compared to other frames as it is the middle of 8/16
Frame which benefits the least from Nearby Alleviation.
Outbound Results. Moreover, we evaluate FFN at frames
that are out of the bound of 4-16. One can observe that FFN
even exhibits better performance compared to ST at Frame
2/18/20 which further demonstrates its generalization ca-
pacity at non-seen frames.

5.4. Ablation

Input Sequences Combinations. Shown in Tab. 2, we im-
port different numbers of sequences to FFN and evaluate
their performance at various frames. First, we can observe
that FFN(2) outperforms ST at 4/16 Frame which are used
in training, but its performance at 8/12 Frame is worse than
ST because of the missing middle sequence in training. In
contrast, both FFN(3) and FFN(4) obtain higher accuracy
at all frames compared to ST which can be attributed to
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Figure 8. Validation results of FFN at various frame numbers on
Something-Something V1. The improvements of FFN over ST are
listed in the table. Outbound results are denoted with *.

Method Sequences Top-1 Acc. (%)

4F 8F 12F 16F

TSM-ST [18] - 39.71 45.63 47.71 48.55
TSM-FFN(2) 4/16 41.69 37.93 48.10 49.79
TSM-FFN(3) 4/8/16 42.85 48.20 48.90 50.79
TSM-FFN(4) 4/8/12/16 43.40 48.66 49.77 50.63

Table 2. Experiments of different input sequences combinations
on Something-Something V1. The best results are bold-faced.

the utilization of the middle sequence in training so that the
Temporal Frequency Deviation at nearby frames can be mit-
igated by Nearby Alleviation. FFN(4) obtains better results
at Frame 4/8/12 because of the added sequence, but it will
cost more time and resources during training.
Frame Numbers. We sample more frames to vH in this
section and import four sequences with 4/8/16/24 frames
to FFN, respectively. The first observation from Tab. 3 is
that the performance of TSM-ST (24F) is even a little bit
lower than TSM-ST (16F) which can be attributed to rel-
atively simple temporal modeling measure of TSM. How-
ever, FFN still obtains better performance compared with
ST at all frames and achieves the highest accuracy at 24
Frame, owing to the design of Temporal Distillation.
Design Choices. We conduct ablation to verify the effec-
tiveness of our designs in Tab. 4. First, we build FFN with
shared normalization and one can observe an obvious per-
formance drop at 4/16 Frame due to the shift in normaliza-
tion statistics. Then, we remove Weight Alteration in the
convolution block and it exhibits worse performance at all
frames which proves the strength of Multi-Frequency Adap-
tation (MFAD) as it increases the representation abilities of
the sub-networks at corresponding frames. Further, we op-
timize FFN by calculating CE loss on the predictions of all
sub-networks respectively and do not utilize KL divergence
loss for optimization. The results are clearly worse than
ST which suggests that Temporal Distillation is a neces-
sary component for Multi-Frequency Alignment (MFAL).
Finally, we specialize convolutions (w/o WS) and note that

Method Parameters Top-1 Acc. (%)

4F 8F 16F 24F

TSM-ST [18] 25.6×4M 39.71 45.63 48.55 47.90
TSM-FFN 25.7M 41.28 46.72 49.79 49.95

Table 3. Validation results of FFN with more sampled frames on
Something-Something V1. The best results are bold-faced.

Method Parameters Specification Top-1 Acc. (%)

4F 8F 16F

TSM-ST [18] 25.6×3M - 39.71 45.63 48.55
TSM-FFN 25.7M w/o SN 35.79 46.80 44.62
TSM-FFN 25.6M w/o WA 41.91 47.92 49.84
TSM-FFN 25.7M w/o TD 39.61 45.65 48.07
TSM-FFN 25.6×3M w/o WS 41.51 47.16 48.23

TSM-FFN 25.7M - 42.85 48.20 50.79

Table 4. Ablation of design choices of FFN on Something-
Something V1. SN, TD, WA, WS denotes Specialized Normal-
ization, Temporal Distillation, Weight Alteration, Weight Sharing,
respectively. The best results are bold-faced.

this operation will multiply the parameters by three times.
We can observe both FFN and FFN(w/o WA) outperform
specialized convolutions at all frames with fewer parame-
ters which demonstrates the effectiveness of MFAL to learn
temporal frequency invariant representations.

6. Conclusion and Limitations
In this paper, we reveal Temporal Frequency Deviation

phenomenon and propose Frame Flexible Network (FFN)
to address it. Specifically, we propose Multi-Frequency
Alignment to learn temporal frequency invariant represen-
tations and present Multi-Frequency Adaptation to further
strengthen the representation ability. Extensive experi-
ments demonstrate that FFN, which only requires one-shot
training, can be evaluated at multiple frames and outper-
forms Separated Training with significantly fewer parame-
ters, making it favorable for applications on edge devices.

One limitation of FFN is that, it requires more GPU
memory during training as we import several input se-
quences. Second, FFN introduces slightly extra computa-
tion because of Weight Alteration. In future work, we are
interested in improving the training efficiency of FFN.
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